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GAUSS MAPS ON SUBMANIFOLDS OF
RIEMANNIAN SPACES

By CHARLES THAS

§ O. Introduction

For a hypersurface N in the euclidean space Em, we have the well known
Gauss map from N to the unit hypersphere S and the ratio of volume ele
ments at corresponding points of Sand N is (eventually up to the sign)
equal to the Gaussian curvature of N.

If N is a hypersurface of a general Riemannian manifold Rm, then we can
work in the following way: suppose that r; is a unit normal vector field on
N with domain U. If D is the Riemannian connection of Rm and if X is a
vector field of N then the Weingarten map L is given by

Dxr;=L(X).

L is a self-adjoint linear map Np-+Np at each point p. Assume that det L=
Gaussian curvature G of N=I=O at each point of U. The metric tensor on Rm
and the induced metric tensor on N are denoted by g. Define on the diffe
rentiable manifold U:

g(Xp, Yp) =g(L(Xp) , L(Yp))

for all vectors X p, Yp at each point p of U.
In this way, we have a new Riemannian manifold 0 with metric tensor g
and we can locally define the Gauss map on N in Rm as the natural bijection
i : U-+ 0; p-p. If i* is the dual linear map of the Jacobian i* of i and if
w (resp. w) is a volum.e element of N (resp. 0) at p, it is easy to see that
i* (w) = rG (p) Iw. Suppose now that N is an n-dimensional submanifold of
an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold Rm and that r; is a normal vector
field on N with domain U, which is parallel in the normal bundle N L, that
is, DxJ.r;=O for all vector fields X of N. Then we have, if D is the Rie
mannian connection of Rm:

Dxr;= -A1)(X) ,

where A1) is a self-adjoint linear map at each point. Moreover, assume that
det A~p =1= 0 at each point p of U and define on the differentiable manifold U
(g is again the induced metric tensor on N) :
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g(Xp, Y p) =g(A7)p(Xp) , A 7JP (Yp»
for all vectors X p, Yp at each point p of U.

We have again a new Riemannian manifold [J with metric tensor g and we
can define the Gauss map with respect to 1J in the same way as before.
Moreover, it is not difficult to see that now i* (w) = Idet A7)p I w at each
point p of U and det A7)p is the Gauss curvature of N relative to 1Jp or the
Lipschitz-Killing curvature of N in the direction of 1Jp.

The main purpose of the present paper is to realize in an analogous way
Gauss maps on submanifolds of Riemannian manifolds, but with respect to
non-parallel normal sections (especially non-parallel geodesic normal sections).
In § 1 we obtain a geometrical interpretation of the connection between the
volume elements wand w. In § 2 we treat a special case where the "sphe
rical image" [J has constant curvature +1. Finally, we give some examples
in §3.

§ 1. The Gauss map with re~pect to a non-parallel geodesic normal
section 1J

We shall assume throughout that all manifolds, maps, vector fields, etc...
are differentiable of class COO. Suppose that N is an n-dimensional submani
fold. of a Riemannian manifold Rm (n~2;m>n). A unit normal vector field
1J on N is called a normal section on N. If D (resp. D) is the Riemannian
connection of Rm (resp. N) and if X is a vector field of N, the Weingarten
equation says

DX1J=-A7)(X) +Dx .L1J.

1J is a geodesic section on N if A7) is everywhere zero. In this case N is said
to be geodesic with respect to 1J. We call 1J a non-parallel normal section
on N, if D.L1J is nowhere zero, that is, if DX/1J=I=O for each vector Xp*O
at each point p of the domain U of 1J. Thus, we have for a geodesic non
parallel normal section 1J on N:

Dx .L1J=Dx .L1J (1. 1)

and this is never zero if X is nowhere zero. Remark that for each point p
of the domain U of 1J and for each vector X p of N p, D Xp.L1J is orthogonal
with N p and with 1Jp. Moreover D Xp .L1j is linear in X p, so if 1J is non-para
llel in the normal bundle N.L, the codimension of N is at least n+1, that
is, m~2n+1. For the metric tensor of Rm and the induced metric tensor. on
N, we use the same notation g.

DEFINITION. Suppose that 1J is a geodesic non-parallel normal section on N
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with domain U. For each point p of U and all vectors X p and Y p of N p,
we set

(1. 2)

Since r; is non-parallel, g is a metric tensor on the differentiable manifold
U, which becomes a new Riemannian manifold D. The Gauss map on N with
respect to r; is locally given by the natural bijection i : U----> D; p---->p.

Next, consider an (n+ 1) -dimensional submanifold C of Rm, a point p of
C and a fixed unit vector ~p of Cp. If V is the (vector valued) second
fundamental form of C in Rm, then the Riemann curvatures K(~p, X p) and
R(~p, X p) of respectively C and Rm, in the two-dimensional direction
spanned by ~p and an orthogonal unit vector X p of Cp, are connected by:

K(~p, X p) =R(~p, X p) +g(V(~p, ~p), V(Xp, X p»
-g(V(~p,Xp), V(~p,Xp». (1.3)

Remark that g (V (~p, ~p), V(Xp, Yp» - g (V(~p, X p), V(~p, Yp») (with also Yp

.l-~p in Cp) determines a two-covariant symmetric tensor on the orthogonal
complement of ~p in Cp. So, we can find in Cp n mutually orthogonal unit
vectors e/, ... , ep· which are orthogonal with ~p such that Ki(~p) =K(~p,e/)
-R(~p,e/) i=l, ... , n are extremal values for this difference of curvature.

DEFINITION. We say that each e/ determines a principal direction of Cp

with respect to ~ p and we set
n

K(~p) = 1f Ki(~p).
t==l

Now we return to our n-dimensional submanifold N with his geodesic non
parallel section r; with domain U. Through each point p of U we have locally
a unique geodesic of Rm which has Yjp as tangent vector at p. Assume that
these (parts of) geodesics describe an (n +1) -dimensional submanifold C of
Rm which contains UcN as a hypersurface (n-dimensional submanifold). If
Rm is the euclidean m-space and n = 2, then C becomes a (part of a) con
gruence of straight lines.

We indentify from now on vectors and forms of U and D so we do not
use the Jacobian i* and the dual linear map i*.

THEOREM 1. 1. 1° At each point p of U the principal directions of Cp with
respect to r;p are orthogonal in both Riemannian manzjolds U and D.

2° Suppose that (J : [a, bJ----> U is a curve on N with arc length s in U and
s in D, and with unit (in U) tangent vector T p at p, then
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3° If w (resp. w) is a volume-element of tJ (resp. U) at a point p of U,
then

w= -V (-1) nK (1]p) w.

Proof: For a geodesic line of Rm, with tangent vector field P, which lies
on C, we have, if D is the Riemannian connection of C and if V is the
second fundamental tensor of C in Rm:

Dpp= Dpp+V(P, P) =0,
so V(P, P) =0, 1. e. it is an asymptotic line of C. In particular we will
have

V(1]p, 1]p) =0, at each point pE U. (1. 4)

Suppose that X is a vector field of U, then we have the Gauss equation

Dx1]=Dx1] + VeX, 1]),

but we know from (1. 1) that

- .1D x1]=Dx 1),

so we find Dx 1]=O for each vector field X of u, which means that U IS

totally geodesic in C. On the other hand we have

Dx1]= VeX, 1]).

Because of this, the first part of the theorem follows immediately from
(1. 2), (1. 3) and (1. 4) .

From all this, we also know that if ep is a unit (in U) vector of N p,
then

g(ep, ep) =K(1]p, ep) - K(1]p, ep). (1. 5)

Since the arc length $ in tJ of the curve IY with tangent vector T is given by

$=f -Vg(T, T)ds.

The second part of the theorem follows from (1. 5) .
Finally consider a base e/, .••, epn of N p (pE U) which is orthogonal in [j

and orthonormal in U. The dual forms are denoted by w!> ••• , W n• The vec
tors e/ / -Vg (e/' e/) form an orthonormal base of [jp with corresponding dual
forms ah, ..., wn• It is easy to see that W;= -Vg (e/, e/)w; and we get

iij=Wll\"'I\Wn= j If (e/, e/) Wll\,··I\Wn = -V (-1) nK(1]p) w.
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THEOREM 1. 2. The Gauss map i: U -+ D is conformal (resp. homothetic,
i.e. isometric up to a constant) iff K(1}p,ep) -K(1}p,ep) is independent of

ep( *0) E Up at each point p of U (resp. iff this expression is independent
of ep (*O)EUp and of pEU).

Proof: i is conformal iff the metrics g and g are proportional, that is, iff
there is a positive function r : U - R such that g=rg. If ep is a U-unit
vector in Up, we get from (1.5) r(p)=K(1}p,ep)-K(1}p,ep). Moreover, iis
homothetic iff r is a (positive) constant function on U. This completes the
proof.

A normal section 0 on N is said to be umbilical if A o is everywhere pro
portional to the identity transformation I, i. e. Ao=aI for some function a.
Assume that Dxi*O for each vector Xp*O of Up at each point p of U
and define for each point p of the domain U of 0 and for all vectors X p

and Yp of N p :

g(Xp, Y p) =g(Dxi, Dyi)·

g IS a metric tensor on the differentiable manifold U, which becomes a new
Riemannian manifold U.

We can work in an analogous way as before, but instead of (1. 5) , we
find now, if ep is a unit vector (in U) of N p:

g(ep,ep)=g(Aop (ep) , A op (ep»+g(De/ o,De/o)

=g(a(p)ep,a(p)ep) +g(V(op,ep), V(op,ep»
=a2 (p) +K(op, ep) - K(op, ep). (1. 6)

Remark that if n=2, a2 (p) =detAop is the Lipschitz-Killing curvature of N
at p in the direction of op.

More generally, we have for two vectors X p and r p of Up:

g(Xp, Y p)=a2 (p)g (Xp, Yp)+g(V(op,Xp), V(op, Y p».

So, for such umbilical normal section, the first part of theorem 1. 1. remains
true if we write op and U instead of 1}p and D. For the second part we find
now (s is the arc length of the curve in U):

(~;);=a2(p)+K(Op,Tp)-K(op, T p).

The connection between volume-elements (jj of U and cv of U at a point p
of U is given by
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From (1. 6) we see that the condition for conformality of the new Gauss
map i : U~ iJ remains the same as before, but this Gauss map will be ho
mothetic iff a2 (p) +K(op, ep)-K(op, ep) is independent of the unit (in U)
vector ep of Up and independent of pED.

Suppose now that e is any non-parallel normal section on N with domain
U. We can define

g(Xp, Yp) =g(Dx/e, Dy/~). (1. 7)

We find a new Riemannian manifold U and the corresponding map : U~
U;p~P. Moreover, theorem 1.1. and 1. 2. remain true for this manifold U.
If we work in the euclidean space Em, then, instead of working with [j
and iJ, we can use the spherical image of N (or of U) with respect to 7j

and 0 which is the n-dimensional submanifold (of a unit (m-I)-sphere) de
termined by the endpoints of 7j (resp. 0) which we bind at a fixed point of
space. But if we work with the metric g defined by (1. 7), the manifold U
is in general no more (locally) isometric with the spherical image of U with
respect to ~.

REMARKS. 1. If N is totally geodesic (resp. totally umbilical) in Rm, then
of course every normal section on N is geodesic (resp. umbilical) .

2. If we construct the manifold C for a parallel normal section () with
domain U on N, then we have K(()p, ep) =K(()p, ep) for each vector ep of Up
at each point p of U.

3. It is easy to see that in the "umbilical case", U is an umbilical hyper
surface in C.

§ 2. N has :flat normal connection in Rm

In this section we suppose that we have again a geodesic non-parallel nor
mal section 1J with domain U on N and that N has flat normal connection
in Rm. g is again defined by (1. 2). Assume that at each point p of U,
e/, .••, epn is a base of Up which is orthonormal for g and orthogonal for g.
The (n+I)-dimensional subbundle of UJ.. at each point p of U spanned by Yjp
and DetJ..Yj i=l, "., n is denoted by U11.. Recall that such subbundle is parallel
in the normal bundle U.L if for each vector field <p of UI.L and for each vec
tor field X of U, Dx.L<p is a vector field of UI.L.

The following theorems are also correct for a general nonparallel normal
section ~ on N if we use the definition g(Xp, Y b ) =g(Dxl~, Dyp.L~) for the
new metric tensor in U.
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the subbundle Vl.l is parallel in the normal bun
dle Vl.. Then 0 is a space of constant curvature +1.

Proof. The Riemannian connection 15 of the Riemannian manifold 0 is
determined by (X, Y, Z are any vector fields of V):

2g(15x Y, Z) =Xg(Y, Z) + Yg(X, Z) -Zg(X, Y)

+g([Z,XJ, Y)+g([Z, Y],X)+g([X, Y],Z). (2.1)

We know that since 7j is geodesic, g(X, Y) =g(Dx .l7j, DyJ.r;) and more
over, since N has flat normal connection in Rm, we have for each two vec
tor fields X and Y of V:

D x l.Dyl.1j- Dyl.D x .17j=D<x,y)l.7j.

So, we find from (2. 1), using also the property

Xg (D yl.7j, D zl.7j) = g (Dxl.Dyl.r;, D zl.7j) +g(Dy.17j, Dxl.D z.l7j) ,

2g (15x Y, Z) = g(Dx.lD yl.7j, D zl.7j) +g (Dyl.7j, Dxl.D z.17j) +g(Dy.lD x .l7j, D z.l7j)

+ g(Dx .l7j, Dy.lD z .l7j) - g (Dz.lDx .17j, D yl.7j) - g(Dx l.7j, D zl.Dyl.7j)

+g (Dzl.D x l.7j, D y.l7j) - g (Dx LDz .17j, D yl.7]) +g(Dzl.D yl.7], Dxl.r;)

- g (D y l.Dzl.7j, D x l.7j) +g (D xl.Dyl.7j, D zl.7j) - g (Dyl. D x l.7j, Dzl.r;)

=2g(Dx l.Dyl.1), Dzl.1j). (2.2)

Suppose that el, ... , en is an orthonormal base field of [j (thus gee;, e) =oij
i,j= 1, ... , n), then, because of (2.2), 15x Y is given by.

(2.3)

For the Riemannian curvature of 0 in the two-dimensional directions spann
ed by erand ek (r*k) r,k=l,"',n, we find, because of (2.3), (2.2) and
the fact that 15 is a metric connection:

K(en ek) = -g(Der15eker-15ek15erer-D[er,ek]en ek)

+ekg(De/De/r;, Dek7j) - ±g(De/De/r;, l.r;)g(e;, Dekek)
i=l

+g (D[er'ekJ.lDe/7], De/1)

= -g(DerDe/De/7j, D e/7j) - g(Dek.lDe/1), De/De/7j)
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+g(De/De/r;, Dekl.De/r;) -.I:.g(De/De/r;, De/r;)g(De/De/r;, Deir;)
t:::;;1

(2.4)

The sum of the first, the fourth and the last part of this expression is equal
to zero, because N has flat normal connection and Derl.r; is a normal vector
field on N.

Next, since g(hej)=g(De/1),De/1)=Oij i,j=l,···,n, the vector fields
De/1) are orthonormal and we find also

O=ek g(D./1), 1) =g(De/D./1), 1)

because k*r. So, D./D./r; and D./D.kl.1) are orthogonal with 1) and
moreover they belong to the subbundle U11., because U11. is parallel.

From all this we get that the sum of the second and the third part of the
right side of (2. 4) vanishes.

Finally, we get

O=ejg(De/r;, 1) =g(D./De/1), 1) +g(D./1), De/1) j=l, "', n,

'So

g(De/De/1], 1]) =g(De/De/1], 1) =-1.

Because of this, we find in the same way as before, that the sum of the
-fifth and sixth part of the right side of (2. 4) is equal to +1. So, for each
two-dimensional direction spanned by er and ek, r*k, r, k=l, ..., n, we
have Riemannian curvature +1 for [j and this means that [j has constant
curvature +1.

REMARKS. 1. It is possible to proof this theorem in a shorter way using
the property that a n-dimensional manifold N with flat normal connection
in Rm admits locally m-n orthonormal normal vector fields ~h ••• , ~m-n such
-that each ~i is parallel in the normal bundle Nl.. But we prefer the more
general method involving the Riemannian connection 15 since we need 15 in
the following two theorems.

2. If m=2n+1, then U11.= Ul. and U11. is of course parallel.
3. If N is totally geodesic in Rm and Rm is a conformally flat space, then

N has always flat normal connection, and every normal section is geodesic.
4. In fact it is sufficient to suppose that U has flat normal connection with

respect to U11. in order to have theorem 2.1. : by this we mean that Dxl.
Dyl.~- Dyl.D xl.~ - D EX,yJ ~= 0 for all vector fields X and Y of U and for
..each vector field ~ of U11..
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THEOREM 2.2. Under the same assumptions as for theorem 2.1., we have

that a curve (J : [a, bJ- 0" ; S- (J (s), with V-arc length s and with tangent
vector field T, is a geodesic of V, iff Dj'.1-Dj'J..Tj = - Tj along (J.

Proof. (J is a geodesic of V iff Dj'T=O along (J or, because of (2.3), iff

So, g (Dj'J..D'j'.1-'1), D e/'1) = 0, i = 1, "', n and moreover

0= Tg(Dj'J..'1), '1) =g(D'j'J..D'j'.1-r;, '1) +g(DTJ..'1), DTJ..Tj).

But g (T, T) = g (Dj'J..7j, DTJ..Tj) = 1 and D'j'.1-D'j'.1-Tj belongs to the normal
subbundle U I .1-, thus D'j'J..Dj'J..1j= -Tj.

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that, with the same assumption as for theorem 2.1,
(J : [-a, +a] - V ; S -(J(s) is a geodesic of V, with V-arc length s and with
tangent vector field T. If (J(O) =p, then the parallel displacement in Rm of 1jp

along (J is locally given by

e=1j cos s- (Dj'J..1j)sin s.

Proof. Suppose that e is the parallel vector field along (J with ~p=Tjp.

Consider

then we get

D'j'J..a = (Tg(~, 1j»Tj+g(e, Tj)D'j'.l1j+ (Tg(D'j'.lTj, ~»D'j'J.1j

+ g (Dj'J.Tj, ~) DrJ..DrJ.Tj

Since DrJ..~= 0 and because of the previous theorem, we find

DrJ..a=g(Dr.1-~, 1j)1j+g(e, DT.1-1j)1j+g(~,Tj)D'j'J..1j+g(-1j, I;)D'j'J.Tj

+g(DpJ..Tj, DpJ..e) D pJ.1j- g(D'j'J..Tj, 1;)1j=0,

and moreover we have ap=Tjp, so a=~. Consequently ~ is of the form a1j

+bDTJ..1j and we get

DpJ..1;= (Ta) Tj+aDr J..1j + (Tb) D r .l1j+bDrJ..DTJ..Tj

= (Ta-b)Tj+ (a+ Tb) D r .l1j=O.

- ~ ~ "h (0) ()Thus Ta=b, Tb=-a or ds =b, ds =-a WIt a =1, b 0 =0,

so we have locally a=coS sand b= -sin s, which completes the proof.
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§ 3. Examples

Suppose that N is a submanifold of a complete simply connected space Rm
(c) of constant curvature c. We can consider Rm(c) as a totally geodesic
submanifold of an Rm+k(c) (k~I) and every normal vector field 1j on N
which is at each point p of his domain U orthogonal with (Rm (c» p, is a
geodesic vector field on N.

Assume that N is a submanifold of the euclidean space Em and that ~ is
any unit vector field (not necessarily normal on N) with domain UeN, su
ch that fjxp~*O for each Xp=FO of N p at each point p of U. Binding ~ at
a fixed point of space, his endpoint describes the spherical image of N (or
U) with respect to ~ (this is an n-dimensional submanifold of a unit (m-I)
-dimensional sphere sm-I) and we have the corresponding map f : U--"sm-I;
p--"f(p) =point with vector coordinate ~p. Then one can ask: what is a
geometrical signification of the ratio of volume elements ill and w of the
spherical image feU) at f(p) and of U at p?

Consider E2m=EmXEm with an orthonormal coordinate system (Xl, ···,x2m),
such that N is locally given by the parametric representation

i-fie 1 Un)X - U , ••• , , i=I, ... ,m.

j=m+I, ... , 2m.

and such that ~ has components (~I(UI, ... , un), ... , ~m(uI, "', un), 0, ... ,0).
Construct the following (n+1) -dimensional submanifold C of E2m:

i-fie 1 Un)X - u, ... , , i=l, ... , m.

xi=k ~i-m(ul, .", Un), j=m+I, "', 2m; kER.

It is clear that C contains N as a totally geodesic hypersurface (set k=O).
Moreover, the spherical images constructed with the vector field ~ or the
vector field ~' with components (0, ... , 0, ~I (ut, ..•, un), ..• , ~m (ut, ... , un» are
isometric. Thus, from theorem 1. 1. 3°, we have at p : (ill/W) 2= (-I)nK(~p),

where K(f;p) is the product of the n' extremal values of the Riemann curva
tures of C at p in the two-dimensional directions containing f;/.

In fact, in f: U --" Sm-I is any local immersion with domain UeN of N
into the unit (m -1) -sphere, the previous method method gives a geometrical
signification of the ratio of volume elements ill and wof the immersed mani
fold feU) and resp. U at corresponding points f(p) and p.

Special case: if N is a hypersurface in En+! and if ~ is the unit normal
vector field on N in En+I, then it is easy to see that K(~p)=(-I)nG2(p),

where G(p) is the Gauss curvature of N at p. If f: U--"f(U) eSm- I is an
isometric mapping, then we know from theorem 1. 1. 2° that C has at each
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point p of V in two-dimensional directions normal on V p, constant curvature
-1. In this connection we have the following property for an n-dimensional
submanifold N of Em : N has constant positive curvature iff for each point q
of N we have a neighbourhood V on N and a straight line through each
point q of V in Em+n+1=EmXEn+1, perpendicular on Em (in which N lies),
such that the (n +1) -dimensional manifold C generated by these lines has at
each point q of V in each two-dimensional direction of Cq orthogonal on V q,

constant (negative) curvature.
Remark that we have in this first example that each vector field of V11. is

geodesic on V. Conversely, working in a space Rm (c), if V11. is parallel in
Vl. and if moreover the connected domain V is geodesic with respect to any
vector field of VI1. , then V is contained in a totally geodesic submanifold
Rm-n-l(c) of Rm(c) such that V 11. is everywhere perpendicular to Rm-n-l(c)

(see [4J, p. 351).
Next, we give another example: consider a curve 0' : ]a, b[_E5; u-O'(u)

with arc length u, curvature functions -.1-()' i=l, ... ,4 and Frenet-frame
Pi u

(fl(u), ... ,f5(u». Assume that -.1-() *0 and -.1-() *0 for all uEJa,b[.
PI u Ps u

Consider the part of the tangent surface N of the curve given by

O'(u) +Vfl (u) uEJa, be, v E JO, n/2[,

on which we have the normal vector field 7}=f4 cos V+f5 sin v. It is easy
to see, because of the Frenet formulas, that 7} is nonparallel and that N is
geodesic with respect to 7}. Moreover, N has flat normal connection (because
one-dimensional first normal space) in E5, and thus, from theorem 2.1., we
know that N has constant curvature +1. We find after some calculations:

ds2= (cos
2
v +~)du2+~dudv+dv2, (3.1)

Ps2 P4 P4

and this is a form which gives indeed curvature +1. For the first fundamen.
tal form of N, we get:

ds2=(1+ ~~)dU2+2dudv+dv2. (3.2)

From (3. 1), (3. 2) and because of theorem 1. 1. 3°, we find at a point p (u, v)
of N:

K( ) = cos2v PI2(U)
7}p v2 pi (u) .

Remark that because of the form of ds2, the curves u=constant on N (thus
the tangents of the curve 0') are geodesics of N;this follows also immedi-
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ately from theorem 3. 3.
If we bind the vector 7) at a fixed point 0 of E5, his endpoint describes

the spherical image of N: this is a 2-dimensional submanifold of the unit
four dimensional sphere 8 4 with center 0, which has constant curvature
+1. Remark that spherical image is a ruled surface of 84, i. e. a surface
generated by geodesic lines (parts of great circles) of 8 4•
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